Papalele Selling Price Concept in Cultural Values Scope of Community Maluku
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to discover the selling price in cultural values concept scope that implemented by Papalele communities in Maluku. Papalele selling price concept may provide a new treasury and enrich the selling price concept today. Ethno methodology approach is used to explore pricing practices through following analysis stages: data reduction, data presentation, indexing, reflexivity and conclusion. Data is collected through interviews, observation and documentation. Search results on pricing practices conducted for Papalele price concept. It is based on selling price of Pela [Gandong] cultural values as a basic value in pricing process that implemented Papalele. This basic creates operational values: honesty, trust, justice, and love. Papalele selling price is created by fusion of material and non-material values which embodies the basic values and operational values applied in Papalele.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Selling price concept practice continue shift from time to time. Along with times, when the barter system is no longer adequate to meet human life needs, price ultimately lead to a transactions pattern with money as a medium of exchange ([1]; [2]; [3] and [4]). Monroe and Cox [5] and [6] argue that price has a very important role that impact on all aspects of business activity. [7]; [8] and [9] also confirmed that price will determine the bought quantity of buyer. Price acts as a stream of income, profit maximization, market share expansion, increased sales volumes, status quo and business continuity. The importance of price role to business sustainability makes sellers make best efforts to determine price. Effort to create an optimal sale price is reflected through research. To create the optimal selling price, these studies use cost-based pricing approach. [7] using Price Strategy Framework Matrix. [10] construct a mathematical model as an alternative to determine the percentage of markup. Other studies have also shown that optimal price is determined by percentage price cut to maximize profits [11].

In addition to cost factors, other important aspects that play a role in price formation is information about price movement from competitor ([12]; [13]; [14] and [15]). Competitor-based pricing has implications to demand, sales profit and profitability maximization [14]. But in reality, competition can actually be used as a means to achieve equitable and healthy but it has been developed to practices of unfair competition by any means (machiavelistic) [16]. If traced carefully the studies that examine the selling prices concept tend to explore the price concept based on material elements. This profit orientation potentially can create materialistic behaviors and selfish. Because if resulting information is selfish and materialistic, then on other side of that audience will take a decision based on materialistic and selfish behavior ([17] and [18]). Selling price concept that fully based on material aspects will be identical to numbers (quantitative) and tend to create a view pattern with full of selfishness value. Materialistic worldview will “handcuff” the selling price concept around cultures that away from brotherhood and affection values as nature of human life. To get into values of brotherhood and affection as reflected in concept of conventional price, we need a concept that puts the selling price values on brotherhood. Selling price concept that puts the brotherhood values will bring peace to mankind on this earth to create a tranquil and peaceful life, [19] explains that accounting knowledge and practices are formed and forming environment. Furthermore, [20] found that environmental factors affecting the accounting practices that

1 Concept definition can refer to Blaikle (2003: 129) and Ranjabar (2006:3) that the concept is idea or general thinking that can become a view to build social theories. Concept meaning is elements to create theory as idea that expressed in word or scientific term to describe phenomena or reality. Although this concept is under theory stage, but this concept is important element to create theory or in other word, theory relates to concepts.

2 Barter is goods exchange, or in other word: in nature change system
sometimes go unnoticed are the local cultural factors. Selling price decision practice as part of an accounting practice that has been widely studied is not a value-free practice, but laden with cultural values. Research [21] tried to understand meaning and price of buffalo-based pricing practices Toraja culture. [22] distinguish the word culture, cultural, culture means the power of mind as creativity, initiative and sense, while the cultural is defined as a result of creativity, initiative and sense. However, in view [22] on cultural anthropology term, he negates the difference the word "culture" and "cultural". This is because the word "culture" is considered to be used only as an abbreviation of word "cultural". Culture is a critical component in people's lives. This concerns the social structure of whole pattern of thought, feeling, and activity patterns of a social group that can be used as a differentiator between social groups. Culture can also be interpreted as a ways of life. By public members, way of life is followed by mutual agreement ([23] and [24]). This means relationship between people and cultures is without gap, because culture is the sphere where human beings in a community get live and live values is used as a basic foundation for behavior.

This paper aim is to reveal the cultural value wisdom of Maluku community that internalized in pricing practices of Papalele community. It creates concept of selling price. Search effort is done on Papalele communities in Maluku who still adhere to characterize them as tradition identity in conducting sales activities. Papalele Traditional characteristics can be seed by naked eye to use of cele clothes (Maluku typical blouse) while doing sales activity. This gives a hint that Papalele that generally done by women was always hold the their culture values, these characters affect their way in determining the price. Papalele communities have different cultures with other community in Indonesia. This difference is also possible to create a different concept of selling price.

II. RESEARCH METHODS
This is a qualitative study using ethno methodology approach. Ethno methodology look world as an effort to create sustainable solution of daily life problems. Ethnomethodology emphasis on how or by what method an individual can understand his daily world ([25]; [26]; [27] and [28]). The emphasis is on what method to direct the researcher in focusing on how an individual in a diverse society implement procedures to understand and explore the actions performed in various situations ([29] and [28]). [26] also state that ethno methodology is a method to use a research model to study the cultural events and showing subject view about her life. Understanding of how a community group or members of a particular culture use elements of their culture in their daily lives, [30] does not focus on ethno methodology of why a society undergo social behavior in certain ways as the ethnographic focus, rather on how the studied communities practice the collective cultural elements.

III. SITE RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS UNIT
This study location is Binaya market, Masohi District, Central Maluku Province. This research analysis unit is selling price practice applied by Papalele community. Understanding of these practices can help to uncover cultural values of community Papalele in selling price.

IV. DATA COLLECTION METHOD AND RESEARCH INFORMANT
This study collects data through observation, documentation and interviews. Documentation is got from manuscripts that contain information obtained directly from informants about daily activities of Papalele society. Unstructured and informal interviews were conducted in various occasions and situations. Informants of this study are key informants, namely Papalele who trade in tandeng in market (Eteh Sapuleteh and Siti Lewenusa), in baronda (Ani) and academic that having knowledge about sales activities of Papalele community (Pieter Soegijono).

V. DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis process in this study follows the analytical concept of [31] and [32]). However, to keep the rules in ethno methodology can be focused on concepts indexing and reflexivity because it is an important concept in ethno methodology ([26]; [33]; [34] and [28]). Analysis process flows in early stages until conclusion. Analysis process includes five stages, namely: a) data reduction, b) data presentation, c) indexing, d) reflexivity and e) conclusion.

3 Papalele is people how sell daily goods needed, as powder, fish and vegetable (Takara and Pieter, 1998: 104) that begun with commodity buying before selling
4 Tandeng is to sell at some place to wait buyer that usually be done in market on front of store
5 Baronda is to sell by go around the community house
Analysis of empirical material consists of five stages. First is data reduction. Researchers focus on simplification or transformation of raw data obtained in field. At this stage, researchers conducted a categorization or grouping of data based on themes related pricing practices that emerged from exploration results. Second is data presentation. Researchers present a collection of structured information that enables to make conclusions by linking the themes from data reduction. Third is Indexing. Researchers attempt to understand Papalele community through vocabulary used by informants in defining social reality. Indexing concept also leads to body language of informants. In this process the researchers also focus on body language expressed by informants simultaneously while providing the information. Forth is reflexivity. Reflexivity stage leads to meanings generated through assessment (process of reflection) conducted by researchers to get meaning of Papalele community behavior of pricing practices to make it comprehensible to others. Fifth is conclusion. This stage creates a selling price based on finding of cultural values concept of Papalele communities in Maluku.

VI. DISCUSSION

Exploring Cultural Values in Papalele Price

To understand cultural values of Papalele society in sale price implementation, the value analysis of commodity purchase process is done. Papalele were identified as small traders who have limited capital but able to perform sales activity on an ongoing basis from time to time. Sales activity is sustainable because bond of mutual trust between Papalele and traders. Information is revealed through the narrative of a Papalele of fish seller as following:

"Beta ni ... bali ikang in bobo. Abis bajual katong bayar lai" (Siti Lewenusa)
("I purchase fish at jaring bobo. I pay the fish after it had sold")

Despite the fact that trade relations between Papalele and traders is made in cash, but sometimes they do it in debt, Papalele does not pay the fish from traders when the fish is delivered but payment is made during the day or evening after the fish had been sold based to agreement. Siti Lewenusa narrative implies that as a Papalele, they may not be able to survive if they do not have a good relationship with other party (in this case the collector or jaring bobo). Limited capital makes this way very useful for Papalele to continue their businesses over time. [35] and [36] found that cooperative ties in network create a pattern that very important strategy in an organization. [37] and [35] also suggested that diversity working group affect on social relationships of group members. Group diversity is created at Papalele community and traders to create a network of cooperation with trust bond among them.

Cooperation between suppliers and Papalele traders like pearls that adorn Papalele activity in process of purchase transaction. This is confirmed by following Pieter Soegijono narrative:

"...... Finished first and then paid. It's a model they do. The highlight of Papalele is brotherhood, trust and networks. When Papalele broken promises ...... the consequences are no longer trading. But if faithful, they will sustainable. Capital in transaction is not everything. They believe that they can survive because of belief that they hold dear. Strength of social and cultural makes them survive. Of System of ideas, cultures were maintained systems that can actually be referred to as their strategy to survive and they can survive".

An important point of narrative above in transaction, Papalele very concern to of brotherhood and trust. This is a strategy to build a relationship between them (Papalele and suppliers). Trust within brotherhood makes Papalele can have sustainability business over time. Kinship that was built by trust capital foundation can strengthen the emergence of positive feeling between Papalele and traders. Observations and interviews indicate the fact that Papalele never negligent in discharge of their duties. Positive feelings contribute to create within them. [38] to explain that trust (trust) is a belief that is present in person as results of an event. Trust express faith in form of honesty, love and principles that are abstract. Honesty in working relationship is main capital to create trust in transaction. Related to above, [39] and [40] stated that economic relationship is reflected in cost. Meanwhile, social relations are reflected through local ties, trust and friendships that are considered very important to shape business sustainability. Trust is an approach to generate expectations for every member of community. Furthermore, [41] revealed that trust can create the reality of nature and social world as a practice that occurs in a society and contribute to create investment relationship between the parties involved in a transactional relationship.
Above description provide an understanding that major capital of Papalele community for they can survive until today is not solely based on capital. However, the more important is brotherhood bond between the members to create harmony neighbor. Purchasing process create price not only based on cost of sale price in form money, as purchase price of traders, but also the existence of trust value. Fraternity value between Papalele and traders is the cultural value embodiment of local wisdom pela [gandong] of Papalele community that embraced as the people of Maluku. Pela [Gandong] is one of several values of community's local culture of Maluku and ancestral cultural heritage as pride of Maluku community. [42] states that pela system is a brotherhood bond between two villages that based on factors outside the lineage. Gandong term is defined as brotherhood bond between two villages that are based on factors lineages.

Pela [gandong] is a cultural value Maluku people that born thousands years ago to always love one another in many ways. Value appearance of pela [gandong] can be said to be inseparable from the existence of religious pluralism embraced by people of Maluku. Consistent with this, [43], particularly in Ambon and Central Maluku, states that brotherhood among religious people is known as fraternity itself. They believe that people of Maluku is essentially gandong brother or sibling who "come from the same womb". Application of pela [gandong] value not only describes the relationship Papalele and traders. Consistent with this, it can be said that Papalele community is also very accustomed to do something to please the buyers. From researchers observation to Papalele who sell vegetables and Papalele who sells fish always do the same thing, it also happen to Papalele as baronda and Papalele adalah tandeng in market. Typically, Papalele community always gives some bonus or additional merchandise that has been purchased by customers. In Papalele who sell fish, they usually give a bonus in form of increasing the number of fish purchased. Papalele who sells vegetables also do the same tradition. This is no stranger for other Papalele to depict transaction with buyer.

Researcher conversation between researchers and Papalele who sells leafy vegetable in baronda able to describe more clearly what has been described previously. One morning about 7:30 o'clock in Masohi city, about 500 meters away from the Binaya Market, this story is follows:

"Kale...... Kale.....", Papalele voice echoes loud in silence morning.

By smile on her lips, Papalele greet researcher, "You want buy kale?", He asked researcher.

"How much the kale price?", researchers ask the prices before deciding to buy.

"Only three thousand", she replied

"I buy one bundle only, ma'am", researchers say while giving money of three thousand dollars.

While giving kale from the black parteng (bowl/pan), Papalele also give a bundle of basil and two stem of ginger as a bonus to researcher. She say, "Ini ibue, beta tamba akang par ibu langkuas deng daong kamangi lai....., seng apa-apo, beta pung modal su bale". Papalele added.Conversation above was occurred at first meeting between researcher and Ani who sells vegetables in baronda. One interesting thing of conversation content is when researchers bought kale, it was added by bundle of two stem ginger and basil leaves as a bonus. Reflexity meaning of Ani is "Ini ibue, beta tamba akang par ibu langkuas deng daong kamangi lai....., seng apa-apo, beta pung modal su bale". Reflexity imply meanings of expression Papalele gratitude to buyers and value of love in presence of cues that Papalele designated price to buyers. With price of Rp.3,000,00, it can get a bunch of kale, a bunch of basil and two rods of ginger. Perhaps, this form of love is a powerful way to captivate customers who want to do the same repeat transactions from time to time.Papalele understand that profit achieved will useless if such profit can ruin relationship between human beings. Harmony fraternal relations with itself will give meaning to material benefits. Value of pela [gandong] is implemented by Papalele will lead to double advantage in long run, not only material benefits but also non-material benefits.

Spirit of pela [gandong] value is reflected on other Papalele who sells vegetables as follows:

".......ini samua katong sama-sama ba’ambe, jadi dong pung hargu sama lai. Harga barang deng Papalele sama samua, katong baku tanya-tanya harga di sini. Katong seng bole sandiri-sandiri, katong seng bole parlente deng tamang". (....... all this we took together, so it will also have same price. Price of goods between all Papalele are same, we ask each other for information about prices.

We should not be alone, we should not lie to other)
Eteh Sapuleteh speaks with smile in corner of his lips.
Reflectively, interviews suggest that *Papalele* pricing come from the tradition of consultation conducted among fellow *Papalele*. It creates uniform price. *Papalele* implement the pricing based on mutual agreement. Prices uniformity describes the creation of justice value among fellow *Papalele* based on strong fraternal values. In addition to value of justice, this reflective concept of Eteh Sapuleteh narrative above reflect the values of honesty in formation process of selling price. In this process, Eteh Sapuleteh always consider partners of community members *Papalele* as her own brother, so that each of them would not lie against the implementation of agreed price of consensus reached. Based on interviews result, it can be concluded that determination of selling price produce four things: money, value of love, justice and honesty. Real honest attitude will automatically produce trust in long term of parties involved in transaction. According [44], justice implies as unbiased thing or arbitrary. Meanwhile, love is source of one's affection in real action [44].

**Papalele Selling Price Concept**: Studying *Papalele* community to set prices can be viewed as an institution consisting of values power in it. Analysis of reflexivity and indexing shows that spirit value of local knowledge *pela [gandong]* is internalized in process of buying and selling. Crystallization cultural values depicts *Papalele* community identity as part of Maluku people who hold a sense of brotherhood, trust, love, honesty and fairness. Therefore, price concept based on cultural values of *Papalele* community can be described in terms of following figure:

![Figure 1. Papalele Selling Price Concept](image)

Source: Data processed

Essentially, Figure 1 implies that price elements not only includes the cost of tangible material in form of commodity purchase prices in money, but also non-material value of trust. Meanwhile, profit in selling price is material and non material to include values of honesty, fairness and compassion. Trust, love, honesty and fairness easily arise because of strong sense of brotherhood in Maluku people. It can be said that *pela [gandong]* culture is the basic values shared by community *Papalele* in pricing, incarnation of *pela [gandong]* culture exude operational values in form of honesty, compassion, justice, and trust. This means the *Papalele* selling price concept reflect not only economic but also describe social relationships in form of brotherhood, honesty, love, justice, and trust. *Papalele* community perspective gives a different color of pricing practices applied. This price concept illustrates that actual selling price that is formed not only to reflect the costs and profits material values but also contained non-material values.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

This study has answered the question: how the *Papalele* selling price concept is based on cultural values of *Papalele* communities in Maluku? Cultural values inherent in practice of *Papalele* pricing is value of *pela [gandong]*. This cultural value is a manifestation of basic values shared by *Papalele* in pricing. Presence of cultural values *pela [gandong]* also contains the operational values, include the value of honesty, fairness, compassion and trust. These values illustrate that *Papalele* selling price concept not just relying on material value, but also non-material.
Research Limitations: First limitation is this study only observe Papalele community who sell in tandeng, so it may some important event may not followed by researcher in selling price practices of Papalele community in baronda sell. Second, this study results provide a new discourse about the reality of selling price that giving an idea or ideas of pricing concept and built from several kinds of products. This study provides an opportunity for other researchers to explore the study of pricing practices that lead to more applications practices with more emphasis on specific products. Thus it can lead to exploration of practice to determine selling price of more specific products.
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